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Drugs & Substance Abuse: A Naija Parents Guide To Having The Talk

Background Gist
I knew it was time to write this eBooklet when I overheard a lady say to her son who I’d put at about 15/16 years old
“you, only God knows whether you’re one of those who take this codeine stuff. You better talk now o. This one that they
say that’s what all you young people are doing these days. You better face your studies because I don’t have money to
waste taking any child to rehab. God forbid!”. From the expressionless look on the boy’s face, you could tell he was used
to this kind of outbursts. He did not look angry or surprised just blank and “switched off”.
I personally have a problem with reactive approaches to addressing issues. While it may be inevitable sometimes, I am a
strong advocate for being proactive. I fully align with the proverb “prevention is better than cure”. It’s definitely better to
inculcate in our children positive virtues like self-control, and teach them to order their priorities, think critically and make
wise choices, than battle with drugs or the consequences of poor choices they may make in the future. I also very strongly
believe that even as we begin to come up with ways to tackle this drug situation on a national level, it is important to
identify the underlying social factors that may be responsible for the prevalence of drug abuse amongst our youths.
We Naija (Nigerian) parents generally have earned a reputation
amongst our children for the way we react to diverse situations especially
as it affects them. We have our own unique style from “Funke! Apostle
must hear this” to “this child won’t kill me o”.
While our reactions can sometimes be a bit OTT (over the top), what is
really important is whether it achieves the desired outcome.
Taking into consideration our culture and uniqueness, this eBooklet is intended to help the Naija parent take a proactive
approach to the issue of drugs and substance abuse. I’ve shared some age-appropriate conversation starters & tips on how
to answer some of the awkward questions our children sometimes ask us.
It is my prayer that you find it helpful and that we are able to stymie this drugs & substance abuse situation before it
destroys our nation.
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Why Have The Talk?
“If you don’t have the talk, someone else will and it may not be the story you want them to hear”.
For a while now, the issue of drugs and substance abuse has been a trending topic in Nigeria. “Science Student” by
Olamide and the recent BBC News Africa Documentary on codeine have all contributed to bringing this topic to the
front burner. The issue of drug abuse is definitely not new in Nigeria. People have been doing drugs for as long as I
can remember but at no time do I recall it being this prevalent. Today one hears of tramadol, marijuana, weed,
gutter water ... I’m told that every other gateman may just be a drug dealer! I remember the story that was shared
by one of the followers of my blog (www.parentinvestment.com) on how their “trusted” driver had been supplying
their 17-year-old son with weed. This is her story.
“One day I was in the kitchen trying to sort out something when I overheard a conversation between my son –
“Bolu” who is 17 and our trusted driver – “Kenny” who had been working with us for over 6 years. My son asked the
driver “when are you going to get that our stuff?” Naturally, I was curious as to what “our stuff” was. They couldn’t
see me and so were oblivious to the fact that anyone could hear their conversation. Anyway as the conversation
between my son and the driver progressed, I realized they were discussing “igbo” (weed; marijuana). Apparently,
the driver had been supplying my son weed and they were actually using the stuff together. I almost passed out!
How could Bolu whom we had raised to fear God be smoking “igbo?” I still don’t know how I managed to keep
calm or even get myself out of the kitchen. So many questions started going round in my head…how long had this
been going on? Was Bolu okay mentally? Was he addicted? Why would he even experiment with “igbo?” What
should I do? How should I handle this? Somehow I managed to get myself out of the kitchen to the living room. Not
long after Bolu walks in. I looked at him “Bolu, how long has this been going on? “What mum?” “My friend, don’t
play dumb with me. So you and Kenny now smoke “igbo” together abi?” You might as well just kill me…..” “I guess
Bolu realized there was no need denying anything and figured that I must have overheard their conversation.
Anyway as I probed deeper, I discovered that this had been going on for about 2 years! “Charity, how couldn’t I
have known? Under my roof! I had always prided myself as an observant and involved mother. How didn’t I see the
signs.?”
4
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For some reason, our youths appear to be so disconnected from the harm these drugs can cause – not just
psychologically but its impact on their future. Some of them have been kicked out of school, fired from jobs and
messed up lifetime opportunities because of this habit. They tend to focus more on the temporary high they derive
and the pressure to fit in socially, without giving any thought to the dangers it can cause. Some even try to justify it
by saying it helps them concentrate when studying; can be a mood enhancer when they are feeling depressed or a
sedative when they need to sleep. Weed has found its way into cup cakes and codeine into cocktails served at
parties.
The issue of drugs is no longer a covert topic discussed behind closed doors. There is even a day April 20 (420) set
aside to “celebrate” International weed day. So except if your child lives in total isolation, chances are that your 7year-old has heard about drugs. Being as curious as they come these days, they sure would have questions.
Wouldn’t you rather be the one to provide them with answers - answers that align with your family values? The
truth is if you don’t talk to them and start early, someone else will and it may not be the story you want them to
hear.

þ

Set a deadline to have age appropriate conversations with your children.
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When ... How?

“children who hear the facts about drugs and alcohol from their parents are significantly less likely to use them.“
I don’t know about you but I find it quite scary when I think about how over-the-counter medicines that were
considered relatively safe except in incidences of overdose or everyday cleaning agents and adhesives, are what some
people now use to get “high”.
With the media replete with images that promote smoking,
drinking and partying as “enjoyment” coupled with children at
very young ages glued to the screens (mobile device & television),
the saying “na pikin e no go understand” may be a self-delusional
statement. While they may not fully grasp the import of what
they are seeing, their curiosity is definitely heightened. It is
therefore important for parents to begin to talk to their children
early about the dangers of drug abuse and help them sift through
the various messages they are exposed to in the media.
How early is too early? Experts advise that having ongoing ageappropriate conversations with children from as early as age 3,
can be quite beneficial. Research has also shown that children
who hear the facts about drugs and alcohol from their parents
are significantly less likely to use them.
One of the strongest pressures your teen may face is knowing how to respond when offered drugs or alcohol. This makes
it relatively easy for him/her to give in to peer pressure even though he/she knows the right thing to do. Saying “no” and
risking not “belonging” can be very scary for a teenager. The healthier the child’s self-esteem, the easier it is to for them
to stand for what they know is proper.
Regardless of what age you chose to have the conversation, there are some general guidelines to bear in mind:
6
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Teachable Moments
From interacting with several Naija parents, I have noted a number of reactions and reasons why they shy away from
having “talks” on certain issues with their children and I’ll share a few here.
“Aah! I can’t o. What will I say? It’s just too awkward and embarrassing”.
“My parents never sat me down to have any talk and I turned out okay”.
“I don’t want to put ideas in his/her head”.
“They will teach them in school”.
“Charity, I’ll send him/her to you so you can do it”.
“It’s not yet time. I’ll do it later”.
“I tried it with my other child and it didn’t go well at all”.
“These children – they won’t listen. They just do what they want”.
“My child? He/she knows better than to try it. Hmm...”
“It is well. God will do it. God will help us”.
There is no doubt, it can sometimes be awkward having some of these conversations with our children especially
where a rapport has not been developed. And that is why for those who still have young children, start early.
Establish a rapport. Show interest in the things that interest them even when you think it’s downright ridiculous.
Speaking of which, I remember when my children were much younger and decided to have a funeral service for a
worm! They must have been bored – this was before mobile phones – when playing outside was still fun. It did not
make sense to me but I played along. If I knew then what I know now, it would have been a perfect teachable
moment to talk about death – another topic we Naija’s don’t like to talk about much with our children.
At this age the idea is to keep it really simple
8
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The dictionary defines a teachable moment as “an event or experience which presents a good opportunity for
learning something about a particular aspect of life”. The concept of teachable moments is not new. Traditionally it
applied more in a classroom setting. However, it has become an effective tool used by parents who take advantage
of moments when a child’s interest in a particular topic is highest, to pass on some vital life lessons.
Let’s take a look at a few scenarios and how we can make the best of the opportunities to talk to our children
across various age ranges about drugs & substance abuse.
Your 3-year-old takes a daily vitamin and because of its taste, shape & texture (like gummy bears) she actually
enjoys taking the vitamins and always wants to have more of the “sweet”.
Let her know that it’s not a sweet and that taking more than what the doctor recommends is not good for her and
can make her sick.
Your 7-year-old child was invited to a classmates (Chidi) birthday party. There was an adults table where the
celebrant’s dad and his friends sat. They had bottles of alcohol littered on the table and some of the “uncles”
including Chidi’s dad, were smoking cigarettes. Your son is a bit confused & by the time you picked him up from the
party, you could see he looked visibly shaken. After probing a bit deeper, he blurts out “Chidi’s dad is going to die
soon!” Clearly your shocked and you ask “why did you say that?” he replies “you told me that anybody who smokes
will die. Chidi’s dad was smoking so that means he’s going to die”
Sometimes in a bid to scare our children from doing certain things, there is the temptation to embellish the truth. It’s
always better to stick with the truth.
In this scenario, you could show your son a cigarette advert where it states that “The Federal Ministry of Health
warns that smokers are liable to die young”. Explain to him that there are certain things we take that may not kill
instantly but can damage the organs of the body like the heart and lungs and eventually may result in death so it’s
better to avoid such things so that you are in good health and increase your chances of growing old like grandma
and grandpa.
9
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Your 13-year-old daughter went to the cinema with some of her friends but you noticed that by the time you picked her
up she was in a mood. You try to ignore her because you really don’t need that negative energy around you. After a
while, she mumbles “I don’t know why it’s only me that cannot be allowed to have fun with my friends”. “What do you
mean? Are you not just coming from the cinema with your friends?” you ask. “Mum that’s not what I mean. My friends are
always talking about how they go for parties and do other fun things. I feel so left out. I’m sure they won’t want to
hangout with me anymore since I’m so boring. In fact, they’re beginning to make fun of me. Look at this now – I’m the
only one whose parents pick her up from the cinema. Why can’t the driver alone pick me up? Why can’t I be allowed
some freedom after all I’m a teenager?”
The issue here is not so much about drugs or alcohol but more about the teens self-esteem and her need to belong and fit
in with her peers. The need to belong is a natural feeling, especially at this age. The question is who or what does your child
want to belong to?” Your first line of action should be to work on building her self-esteem.
Ø Let her know that she is a vital member of your team (family). Nurture her sense of belonging in your family.
Ø Reinforce your family values and help her understand why those values are important. Answer any questions she may
have. This would make it easier for her to stand by her values when she is pressured to compromise..
Ø Don’t just focus on her weaknesses or mistakes. Celebrate her strengths and her uniqueness.
Ø Teach her what qualities to look out for in friends and that creating relationships with those whose values align with
your family values, brings about more wholesome friendships.
Ø Let her know it is okay to say “no” when she is asked to do things that are not acceptable in your home or that she is
not comfortable with. Even if she has said “yes” to something she shouldn’t have, she should not feel pressured to keep
doing it.
Ø Let her know that she would lose some friends because she takes a position on a matter. It will hurt but she should
learn to stand for what is right.
Ø Be there for her. Empathize with her.
10
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Your 17-year-old son who is doing his A –Levels comes home on holiday and in the course of conversation asks “Dad, did
you really believe what you said grandpa told you when you were younger that smoking igbo (weed) would knock your
brain? Come on dad, for real? If that was true how come there has been a lot of talk about medical marijuana? Plus I’ve
seen people on the internet who smoke weed and they seem perfectly normal to me. In fact, they are running multi-million
dollar businesses”
1.

Rather than sarcastically retort “go and try it now” or say “Haaa! You this young man I hope you have not started
following all these useless boys that smoke different kinds of things?”, keep calm. (Some people recommend the 5second rule – counting 5...4...3...2...1 to get your composure back. I have tried it a couple times and to be honest it
worked for me but you do whatever works for you – take a fake bathroom break, whatever just stay calm.

2.

If you don’t have enough information about those whose brains “knocked” from smoking weed or about medical
marijuana, you can say something like “this is a really interesting question and I’d love to discuss it but unfortunately I
don’t have the time now. Let’s talk about it tomorrow evening”. PLEASE, whatever you do if you promise to talk
about it on a particular date, keep the date. Do your research and come prepared with facts.

3.

Even if you have enough information, let your son do most of the talking. You want to know what he knows and
where the question is coming from or leading to. Listen more ... Talk less.

4.

Don’t get into an argument. Stick with the facts.

5.

Enjoy the conversation, reinforce your beliefs and family values in a non-abrasive way and try and make your son feel
comfortable to talk to you about anything without fear of being judged or condemn.

6.

Keep the goal in mind – to guide your child into making well thought out informed decisions. Remember you won’t be
there to choose for him.
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You just found out that a very close friend of your 25-year-old son died of suspected drug overdose. Your son is clearly
grieving. Incidentally, your son, the guy and a few of their other friends were out together the night he died. Now
you’re worried. You never ever suspected that your son or any of the friends he hangs out with could be doing drugs.
They all come from decent homes. You’re even friendly with some of their parents including the parents of the boy who
died. What do you do?
Ø Understand that your son is actually bereaved. He has just lost one of his very close friends. This really is not the
time to give any lectures. Allow him a bit of time to grieve.
Ø After about 2 -3 weeks ask him how he’s coping with the loss of his friend. Let him know that you are concerned
about his health (emotional and mental). Remember he probably feels your judging him already so he may be a
bit on the defensive so don’t take the bait and get into an argument.
Ø Be observant. Not paranoid... Not in denial. Just pay a bit more attention.
Ø Avoid stalking asking about his every move. He is an adult.
Ø Watch out for the right opportunity to have a conversation with him about choices. During that conversation:
§ reiterate the fact that you know that he is an adult and you believe you’ve raised him to make right choices.

12

§

Let him know that it is unfortunate that he lost a friend especially under such circumstances. Ask him what
lessons he has learned from the incidence.

§

Remind him that we are generally influenced by the friends we keep.

§

Reinforce your position and family values as regards drugs & alcohol.

§

Let him know that you trust that he would always make wise choices and that where he has made mistakes
or feels stuck he can always talk to you. While you cannot make decisions for him at this stage of his life,
should he ever need guidance, you are there for him

§

Allow him to express himself and talk. Remember listen more...talk less.
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As effective as teachable moments can be, we need to be mindful not to convert every apparent teachable moment
into a lecture session. I’ve found out both from personal experience and talking to other parents, that as your
children get older and it dawns on you that they would soon leave your nest, there is a tendency to want to do a
crash course on “life” to be sure you’ve covered all bases. Sometimes it’s best to just enjoy the moments and leave the
talk until another opportune time. Too many “talks” and the child switches off.

The manner in which we seize the teachable moments and
communicate the message we want to emphasize can make a huge
difference. One of the skills Naija parents have to learn is the art of
absorbing shocks and down-playing the drama. Yes, it can be fun
watching the drama queen Ngozi Nwosu (Mama Shalewa) and her
daughters – Tiwa & Shalewa in “Skinny girl in transit” But it’s kinda
different in the real world. Too much drama or shaming or judging or
criticizing and you get locked out of their world. Seeing that you must
be present in the arena to parent effectively, it’s worth doing what you
should, to keep the lines of communication open. It is also worth noting
that shame and judgment make very ineffective tutors that end up
eroding self-esteem, building resentment, fostering rebellion and
creating a gulf in relationships.

Another thing we must be mindful of is overplaying the religious card. For the avoidance of doubt, I am a
Christian and my faith plays a very important part in all aspects of my life. I believe in the supernatural but I do
not believe that everything should be a deliverance issue or that it’s everything “Apostle must hear”. Something's
just need tolerance and more effective communication. Of course where it is obvious that the matter is beyond
what you can handle as a family, by all means, seek help from a professional counselor or a religious leader. Just
be sure that you have done everything you should as the parent. Regardless of what faith you belong to, I don’t
see any child that would enjoy their matter constantly being tabled before their religious leaders.
13
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Signs That Your Child May Be Using Drugs
Considering the fact that for a lot of us, our default
coping mechanism is denial, it can be a bit difficult
accepting what we suspect. But it’s important to
remember that the earlier one intervenes, the higher
the probability of averting addiction and other
complications.
Having said that, It’s always better to hold off any
confrontation until you have concrete evidence. Yes,
you can have casual conversations to probe deeper
but be sure before you confront.
There are a few telltale signs you may want to
investigate further to know if your child is on drugs or
not. It is important though to state that the fact that
you observe any one of these signs does not mean the
child is on drugs.

14
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My Child Is on Drugs – What Do I Do?
The fear, anger, and shame felt by parents who discover that their child is
using drugs or abusing other harmful substance, is best imagined. Knowing
that the child is putting his/her life at risk coupled with the embarrassment
to the family, can be a bitter pill to swallow.
I have encountered a few and watching them blame themselves for the
poor choices their child has made and wondering how they missed the signs
can be very painful and sobering. A lot of these parents have sacrificed their
time and resources to provide the best education and a fairly comfortable
life for their children. They’ve tried to raise them as people of faith and teach
them the difference between right and wrong. “Where did we go wrong?”
they keep asking. The truth is that we may never have answers to some of
those questions and the parents in most cases may not be to blame at all.
The child simply got involved with the wrong crowd, made poor choices and has put the family in a situation they would
rather not be in. Unfortunately, what has happened has happened. There is concrete evidence that the child is on drugs what next?
1.
2.

3.
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4.
5.

Confront the child but keep calm. While the immediate natural reaction would be to start shouting at the child,
research shows that this can be counterproductive. Avoid saying anything beyond confronting the child with the
evidence, until you are calm enough to have a meaningful conversation.
Try and get all the facts about the child’s drug use. It’s unlikely that your child would give you all the answers
you’re looking for. However, it is important to find out from him how long this has been going on, what kinds of
substance he is abusing, how he is funding the habit etc. Brace yourself, your child may be economical with the
truth or downright unresponsive. Sometimes this is borne out of fear of having let you down. Be patient but be
persistent and try and get all the answers because that’s the only way you can really help.
Keep a very close eye on your child. Watch out for telltale signs and stage an immediate intervention at the sign of
continued drug or substance abuse.
Consider professional help. Don’t wait for the child to become an addict before you seek professional help.
Pray. Seek divine direction and intervention.
Drugs & Substance Abuse: A Naija Parents Guide To Having The Talk
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Life After Addiction – ID’s Story
A couple of years ago, a single mother of two children – one in his
late teens and the other less than 10, approached my husband and
me to speak to her older son. He (let’s call him ID) had gotten
involved with the wrong crowd in university. He started doing drugs
and ended up getting into trouble with the police and was
eventually expelled from the university.
ID had no reason to be in the situation he was. He had such bright
prospects and strong leadership qualities that he was actually made
the head prefect while in secondary school.
Naturally, his mother was distraught. She eventually put him in
rehab in Lagos but the financial burden got a bit too much for her
and she had to remove him from rehab. A few weeks after she
informed us that she had pulled ID out of rehab, she sent a message
to us saying that her son had died. “Died?” How could ID just die
like that? This was not how the story was supposed to end. His mum
had gone through so much...We commiserated with her and prayed
that God would comfort her.
Fast forward to about 6 months after we were informed by ID’s
mum that he had died, my husband got a call from someone who
claimed to be ID! Of course, he was very skeptical.

17
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ID’s Story
Anyway, one thing led to another and my husband eventually agreed to meet with this person who really turned out to
be ID. He told him about how he had lived a really rough life ad realized that it was time to turn his life around. By the
time my husband narrated the story to me, I was perplexed. How could a mother claim that her son who was alive, was
dead? My immediate conclusion was perhaps she had not spoken to ID and just assumed he had died.
I agreed to meet with ID and quizzed him about when last he had spoken to his mum. To my shock, he said he spoke with
her 2 weeks before our meeting and that they had gotten into a big fight. I didn’t believe him so I decided to call his mum.
I pretended like we had never had the conversation about him being dead and asked her when last she heard from her
son. She said, “he’s dead”. I then told her that I had spoken with ID about a week ago and then the real drama started
“you mean my son is alive? Where is he? Do you know where he is?” I asked her on what basis she concluded he was dead.
She claimed that his uncles told her. From the way she reacted I knew that she was fully aware that ID was alive. She
never made any attempt after our conversation to reach him or to find out from me how she could contact her son. These
were clearly not a natural reaction from a mother who just found out that her “dead” son was alive.
I advised ID to get in touch with his mum and he said she initially she refused to pick his calls. Now they do speak a bit
more often even though they more often than not end up quarreling. My husband and I have committed to helping ID
get his life back on track. We see his determination to turn his life around and recognize the great potentials he has. We
are grateful to God for the progress he has made so far. Yes, there have been a few “slip ups” but it keeps getting better.
Our prayer is that one day his relationship with his mum would be fully restored, he would continue his education and
become the exemplary leader he is destined to be.
The reason why I’ve shared ID’s story is because I want people to know that no matter how bad a situation may seem,
we shouldn’t give up on any child. It can be frustrating and there were many times we were tempted to give up on ID
but love and his willingness to change even when he messed up was sufficient motivation to keep urging him to take
one more step in the right direction.
18
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Final Words
If you have a child or know anyone that is struggling with drugs or substance abuse, realize that it is a cry for help.
There is a void that they are trying to fill. It could be a need for social inclusion or a much deeper feeling of inadequacy.
It could be an emotional or psychological problem, Whatever it is, it requires an intervention. Don’t turn a blind eye. Do
what you can to help.
If unfortunately the substance abuse has resulted in the loss of the life of a loved one or like in the case of Ruona Meyer
the BBC Pidgin journalist, whose brother has struggled with cough syrup addiction, let that be the catalyst to do what
you can to ensure that no other young person is destroyed because of drug or substance abuse. I recently read the story
of Becky Savage an Indiana mum who lost two sons ages 18 & 19 in one night (14 June 2015) to opioids (prescription
pain medication) overdose. She has started the 525 Foundation to keep the memory of her sons alive and to raise
awareness about the dangers of alcohol and prescription drug misuse and abuse. I know this may be alien in our
culture but sometimes one just needs to break cultural norms to bring about social change.

With all the stories one hears in the news
it’s only natural to worry that our children
do not become victims of drug & substance
abuse either through direct use themselves
or harm inflicted on them by a user or
abuser.

Do Not Bury Your Head In The Sand...Do Something!
19
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At RAVE Et Al, we work with parents, schools, government & other stakeholders to provide relevant
capacity building programs for children/teens and young adults in the area of values, life skills and
digital citizenship education. Our programs equip the younger generation to stay safe and thrive in
the real world – offline and online.
RAVE is the pioneer DQ Ambassador in Nigeria (first in Africa) and a member of the DQ Coalition
comprising of The DQ Institute, the World Economic Forum, Varkey Foundation, Google, Singtel, LG
U+ and leading NGOs, educators and researchers worldwide. The Coalition is a public-private-civicacademic coalition aimed at enhancing our children’s Digital Intelligence Quotient (DQ) and setting a
standard of digital citizenship for all children around the world through the #DQEveryChild initiative.
For further inquiries please send a mail to info@rave-etal.com or call +2348093159966 or visit
www.rave-etal.com.
If you have found this book useful we would appreciate your support in helping us achieve our
mission of empowering the younger generation with the values, attitudes and life skills that are
imperative for success in life offline & online.
Your financial support can be made to RAVE Et Al, GT Bank Plc 0168505167. Thank You!
Charity Babatunde, a certified Senior Professional in Human Resources (SPHRi) with over 20 years
eclectic work experience, is the founder of RAVE Et Al Limited, a social enterprise that has over the
past 10 years been providing various capacity building programs for children/teens and young
adults in the area of values, life skills and digital citizenship education. The essence of these
programs is to equip the younger generation with the skills needed to stay safe, make wise choices
and thrive in the real world – offline and online.
The No. 1 DQ (Digital Intelligence Quotient) expert in Africa and pioneer DQ Ambassador in Nigeria,
Charity is at the forefront of championing #DQEveryChild, a unique global education movement and
is the lead facilitator for the RAVE Digital Citizenship Program. She is a certified life coach, the
convener of The ParentInvestment RoundTable and a blogger on www.parentinvestment.com. Her
articles continue to provide parents with invaluable tips for parenting effectively in this digital age.
She is married and has two amazing young adult children who have equipped her with the muchneeded practical experience for this wonderful journey of parenting.
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